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Gaudiano and Chalou make it an Italian double on day 1

Ph. Jumping Verona / S. Grasso

The last class of the first day at Jumping Verona saw 15 horse-and-rider combinations return to decide the
winner of the Kask Jump-Off, and it was the home side’s Emanuele Gaudiano who stole the show right
from the start. 

Riding the 10-year-old Chalou, a horse with a very unusual jumping technique, the 33-year-old rider set
the jump-off target in 38.18 seconds. The only rider to beat that was Germany’s Marcus Fuchs with the
brilliant Pret a Tout who screeched through the timers in 38.16 but leaving a fence on the floor which
dropped him to ninth place. 

Gaudiano knew that he’d set a strong pace, but he wasn’t counting on victory until the very end. 

“When you go first in the jump-off and you have 15 good riders coming behind you then you have to give
everything. Chalou is a very fast horse, he has a very big stride, we had a long run from the combination to
the last jump and that helped me a little bit. Marcus Ehning was faster but he had a fence down so I’m
lucky very happy with Chalou. He’s in very good form, he jumped really well in Lyon last week and today



he won!”, said the Italian rider who pinned Switzerland’s Niklaus Rutschi and Cardano CH into runner-up
spot and Belgium’s Zoe Conter and Univers du Vinnebus into third. read more

America’s Springsteen scorches to victory in Prestige Speed

Ph. Jumping Verona / S. Grasso

America’s Jessica Springsteen left the rest floundering in her wake when galloping to victory with Volage
du Val Henry in the Prestige Speed event at Jumping Verona this afternoon.

With a field of 50 starters this was never going to be an easy one to win, but the 27-year-old rider who lies
74th in the latest world rankings, threw down an incredible time of 55.69 seconds with the 10-year-old
chestnut mare Volage du Val Henry and, try as they did, the rest couldn’t catch her.

“My horse is amazing, she’s so good at these types of classes and my plan was to be a bit smooth and
then I was really fast to the last jump, so I was thrilled to win!”, Springsteen said afterwards. Going fifth she
had no time to learn anything from those jumping ahead of her, but she knew she could trust her horse to
give it her best. “I was early (to go) but I know her so well by now, I know how she’s going to land and
where I can leave a stride out and when I can add a stride. She’s competitive, she really wants to do the
right thing, she’s an incredible mare!”, she explained. read more

http://www.jumpingverona.it/en/gaudiano-and-chalou-make-it-an-italian-double-on-day-1
http://www.jumpingverona.it/en/America-s-Springsteen-scorches-to-victory-in-Prestige-Speed


Ph. Jumping Verona / S. Grasso

Filippo Marco Bologni and his classy little stallion, Sedik Milano Quidich de la Chavee, led an Italian
cavalry-charge in the Safe Riding Two-Phase as Jumping Verona 2019 got underway this morning.

The 25-year-old rider who hails from Bologna, and the faithful chestnut with which he claimed team bronze
and individual fifth place at last year’s Mediterranean Games in Barcelona, Spain, set a superb target
when ninth to go of the 51 starters. Stopping the clock on 29.36 seconds they proved impossible to beat,
and compatriots Lorenzo de Luca (Amarit d’Amour), Eugenio Grimaldi (Scara Mouche) and Luigi Polesello
(Farao van T Vennehof) had to line up behind them while the first of the visitors to get a look in was Great
Britain’s Robert Whitaker (Cash Sent) in fifth place.

“Winning in Italy, and in Verona, is fantastic so I’m very proud of my horse - he’s 15 years old so he has
experience and he does everything for me!” Bologni said. He wasn’t convinced his time was the winning
one, “because there were plenty of fast couples coming behind me including Emanuele Gaudiano and
Carlotta, maybe the fastest horse in the world!”, he pointed out, but in fact his speedy run would leave him
more than a half-second ahead of his nearest challenger.

Bologni is now looking forward to Sunday’s feature event, the Longines FEI Jumping World Cup™ qualifier
in which he will ride Sedik Milano Quilazio, the horse from which he took a nasty fall while mounting during
the CSI in Grimaud, France in early June. He was out of action for some of the summer months with a
spinal injury as a result, but he’s back with a vengeance now and in flying form. read more
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Brilliant Bologni leads Italian whitewash in Safe Riding opener
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